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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, herbal educator. My intention is to bring inspiration and magic to
people by sharing experiences, observations and interests relating to plants. May the education of local plant medicine
bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-Autumn and Honoring DeathBy Corinne

the longest night of the year, we can let ourselves be part
of that death process- a transformation. Just as plant matter
is transformed into compost that will feed the soil for the
following years to come, any transformation will only bring
new life. To honor is to acknowledge with reverence. Giving
thanks and being still is one way to hear the winds whisper,
the trees rustle and the fire crackle. Slowing down and taking
time alone is often exactly what I need during this time of year.
Making offerings to the animals and creating extravagant alters
full of pictures of ancestors, seeds and candles is another. To
each their own way, may inspired prayers be uttered to the
old spirits and to the empty darkness- both.

Autumn is an incredible time of the year; full of mystery,
mist and approaching darkness. Every autumn we have
an opportunity to embrace death as the earth’s plants are
covered in a great display of color, only to dissolve and leave
naked bones. It always reminds me of a glorious parade, the
dance of exotic russet and scarlet leaves tinkling on the wind
and the hawthorn and rosehip ornaments glowing curiously
against a stormy sky. This rainbow of hues conjures old songs
in our hearts, before the plants appear ragged and fade.

There is no better time for magic, it is almost a palpable
shimmer after heavy rains and forest walks. Magic is my
favorite word for inspiration. Each season has its own unique
expression and each year that passes, we have an opportunity
to learn more about the earth, about nature and about
ourselves. The seasons and memories are our timekeepers,
beyond years and numbers and names; they alone provide
a consistent rhythm for our body and soul. The inspiration
that flows from the passing seasons is like a healing stream
of ancient waters, one that does not go dry. This is a lifelong
gift that we can cherish, no matter what. By honoring each
season as a teacher and remaining open to the lessons and
possibilities, our lives can only become richer.
Autumn is the time of the year to honor death. Death is such
an important part of any cycle, it is an essential teacher. By
honoring those that have walked before us, by honoring the
death of the earth year as plants go into a deep sleep and
animals hibernate, by honoring the darkness as we approach

The harvest has a final destination- to be sustenance during
the dark night of the soul, with the chilly winds blowing;
the food for winters poverty is kept sacred in old cupboards
protected from cobwebs, mice and dry leavesa woman with wooden spoons and needles and sheepskins
sits by fire as winters cloak will drape her life- the white bones
are dry and clean, the seeds of the rattles tucked inside, the
fat rendered and kept, the black roots regain their vigorous
silver crystals.
The Autumn festivals of walking spirits and rotting fruit bring
safekeeping. May we hold this close, the romance of a single
candle flame in a small sanctuary.
–C.Boyer, 2010
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- Dock -

Grandmas Healing Balm and Root Medicine
have been used as dressings for various wounds, with the
roots being cooked, mashed and applied. Using a dock leaf
to rub on a sting was a universal folk remedy. There
was a little rhyme to chant when you got stung by
a nettle and happen to find a dock patch close
by, ‘Nettle out, dock in; Dock remove the
nettle sting.’, while rubbing the dock leaf
on the affected part. There are different
versions of the rhyme depending
on where it originated from. It was
traditional in some areas of Britain to
spit on the leaf first. In other areas,
using the little drop of dew from a
newly unfurling dock leaf was the only
supposed cure for a nettle sting.

Dock is one of our most common plants. Broad leaf dock or
bitter dock Rumex obtusifolius, can be found in almost any
field, meadow edge, forest edge, and/or disturbed
ground. I have even seen them in the woods,
however stunted looking. The vibrant green
leaves are tinged with deep pink and red,
boasting a texture that almost reminds me
of leathery snake skin. They are a striking
vibrant green, lush in their own way. The
long seed stalks are topped early in the
season with a paper green blush, then
deep coral pink, finally ending with a
display of rusty brown later in the year.
It wouldn’t be autumn time without
dock seed heads gracing the roadsides,
covered in spider webs. I respect
the common plants in a special way
because of their underlying intelligence
and medicine. Dock is a perfect example
of plant medicine that is common and
everywhere, available for every scrape, cut
and burn if only we walk out to our alleyways
to seek it.

Burns and scalds were also remedied by
using the leaves as a poultice. Another
common use was to use the leaves to
stop bleeding from a cut. The leaves
were soaked in brandy before applying in
Essex, UK. An interesting example comes
from the book Plant Lore, by Roy Vickery. This
is a firsthand account taken from an elder from
Tiverton, Devon, 1991. ‘When I was a child (I am
now 91), we lived on the Isle of Man, we were quite hard
up and couldn’t afford doctors bills. My father was mowing
grass one day and the scythe slipped and cut him very badly
on the leg, he daren’t stay home from work, so with my
mother’s help, doctored himself; every day after school I
collected large dock leaves, which mother crushed with a
rolling pin, then applied leaves straight on the cut which in
time healed and caused no further trouble.’

Dock is in the buckwheat family, Polygonaceae, and
there are around 200 species in this genus. They have been
introduced from Eurasia and are now widespread throughout
much of the Northern hemisphere. There are three different
species in our area, which we come across on a regular basis, R.
obtusifolius being one. Sheep sorrel, R.acetosella, is common
in fields and is known to children often as ‘sour leaves’. The
small arrow shaped leaves have a distinct likeable lemony
sour flavor and this plant is a good one to know for you lovers
of wild edibles. In fact, all local dock leaves are edible when
young and add a nice green flavor to any spring soup or salad.
All three species have been historically eaten in Britain. When
cooked, they turn a khaki tan green color, like their relative
French or garden sorrel. Just make sure that you don’t gorge
on any Rumex leaf because of their potential to disturb our
mineral balance. Also choose smaller, newer leaves for food
use. Yellow dock, R.crispus, is a dock that is referenced
regularly in herbal medicine for its liver supportive, mildly
laxative and high iron containing yellow roots. This plant can
be found in fields and gardens but is not near as common as
broad leaf dock. Yellow dock leaves are longer, with edges
that looked wavy, curled and ‘crisped’, hence the Latin name
crispus. These three Rumex are true ‘wayside’ plants, loving
disturbed soil and spreading joyfully.
In history, dock was used in British and Irish folk medicine and
is up there with nettles, elder and dandelion with its amount
of use. Though this information is for broad leaf dock, many
sources state that the species R. obtusifolius and R. crispus
were not always distinguished in folk record. I personally feel
comfortable using the two species interchangeably. I most
often use R. obtusifolius. Both the leaves and roots of dock

The leaves were used in first aid for sprains by wrapping
the sprained part tightly with dock leaves. They were used
to help with drawing out boils and to ease rashes. Other
topical applications included shingles, beestings (the roots),
piles, boils, blisters, poison ivy rash, sunburn, chapped
skin and bathing cancerous sores with a dock leaf wash.
The heated leaves were used as a poultice for headaches
in Norfolk and applied for rheumatic pains on the Dorset
Somerset borders, UK. The leaves mixed with lard made an
ointment for piles, an older term for hemorrhoids. An old
Anglo Saxon remedy for swollen glands was to make a dock
leaf plaster by mixing the leaves with grease, wrapping
them in a cabbage leaf, warming them in ashes and then
applying to the affected part (I presume with the cabbage
leaf opened and on top, holding it all on the skin). In the
Scottish highlands, a soothing ointment was made from
cooking the roots in butter and adding beeswax to firm the
mixture up.
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Dock was used internally as well, mainly the root. Here is a
remedy from Gabrielle Hatfield in, Hatfields Herbal, quoted
from F.H., from Bedfordshire in 1985. ‘This is a cure for

ancient Anglo Saxon Leechbook of Bald in a charm for curing
‘elf sickness’ or illness from witchcraft.

boils, which has proven in my own family. Dig up five dock
roots, wash them so that they are very clean, put two cupfuls
of clean water in a saucepan, also the five dock roots, and let
them boil for thirty minutes. Strain them through fine muslin,
and put in a bottle. Drink one teaspoon night and morning.’
In D.C. Watts Dictionary of Plant Lore, he writes of a gypsy
cure for a springtime rash by decocting sliced dock root
in elderberry wine. There is a cure for shingles that comes
from Cornwall; mixing the root decoction with bramble
(blackberry) juice, drinking some and pouring some on the
part afflicted while reciting a magical incantation. In parts of
Britain dock was known as a ‘blood cleanser’. It was also used
for jaundice in England and for anemia in the Isle of Man. The
Pennsylvanian Dutch decocted the roots and drank them as a
tonic for the liver specifically. Many of these older uses point
to dock root as having liver supporting capabilities, the main
way it is used by modern herbalists today.

Dock has a surprising history with all of this fascinating
information! I harvest the highly scented roots in the fall.
They can be unbelievably long. I have a picture of my husband
Claude with a young broad leaf dock plant boasting a 3 ½ foot
taproot that he pulled out of our strawberry patch one year.
The scent of freshly crushed dock root is so aromatic, spicy,
and earthy; almost like ginseng. It makes me want to include
it in a recipe for old fashioned root beer. Dock is considered
bitter, hepatic, alterative and mildly laxative- aperient. I love
the bitter yellow roots and I include them in the digestive
bitters formula that I take on a regular basis. I also use the
dried root in a mineral elixir that I take the week following
my menses. It gives me an iron boost and helps tonify my
digestion by supporting the liver. A favorite decoction in the
autumn time is dock root, rosehips and a little cinnamon, all
dried. I drink this bitter brew sweetened with a little honey
for a fall tonic. I recently made a syrup from the fresh roots,
which is fabulous taken straight or added to teas. I also use
dock topically as a fresh leaf poultice for rashes, cuts and
beestings. The young leaves are included in my spring ‘sallets’,
an old term for salad, which I love to make out of various
greens after a long winter of kale and cabbage. Here are my
two favorite recipes for this common and ever available herb.

The seeds of dock infused in rum were apparently an excellent
remedy for coughs, asthma, pleurisy and lung disorders. In
Ireland, a decoction of the seeds was drunk for bronchitis and
coughs of all kinds. They were also boiled in water and the
resulting liquid applied in a compress for drawing pus from
an infected boil or wound.
Some interesting uses for dock leaves include using them to
wrap butter in, a common name for broad leaf dock in parts
of Europe being ‘Butter Dock’ for this reason. The leaves
really can get quite large and whenever I see one, I think
of this older use- like old fashioned wax paper! A few other
common names for dock included: Land Robber, Batter Dock,
Docken and Donkeys Oats. Adding a fresh leaf to a tobacco
pouch could help keep it moist, similar to adding an apple
slice, which would be less available year round in times
past, unlike dock leaves- everywhere and green most of the
year. Using the leaves in the bottom of boots or shoes could
help with absorbing moisture, while riding or walking long
distances. Dock leaves cooked with meat were believed to
help the water boil faster. Dock leaves were once fed to cows
to keep them still while they were being milked. Dock roots
were occasionally fed to horses to bring out special marks
in their coats called ‘dapling marks’. Dock seeds boiled in
water to soften were included in poultry feed; I can attest
to this, chickens love dock seeds. Dock leaves were used to
clean teeth in times past, by rubbing them with the fresh
leaf. Old recipes that I have found include dock roots infused
with red wine, licorice and juniper berries taken as a health
tonic (France), and dock roots scraped with parsnip roots and
boiled in butter used topically for itching (England).
There was an Irish superstition to tie a dock seed head to a
woman’s left arm to keep her from being barren or unable
to conceive. Is this because there are so many seeds that it
suggests fertility byway of sympathetic magic? There was a
divination charm associated with ‘butter dock’ (broad leaf
dock). The seeds had to be scattered by a young unmarried
woman half an hour before sunrise, on a Friday morning in
some lonely place. While she strew the seeds on the ground,
she had to repeat this charm, ‘I sow, I sow. Then my own
dear, Come here, come here, And mow and mow’. She would
then see in a vision her future husband walking with a scythe.
In the language of flowers, dock symbolizes patience and
shrewdness. Dock was used, along with other herbs, in the

Bitter Roots Formula1 oz. Dock Tincture- Rumex obtusifolius/crispus
1 oz. Oregon Grape Root Tincture- Mahonia nervosa/aquifolius
1 oz. Burdock Root Tincture-Arctium lappa/minus
1 oz. Dandelion Root Tincture- Taraxacum officinalis
1 oz. Elecampane Root Tincture- Inula helinium
2 oz. Orange Peel Syrup
This makes about 7 ounces. and just needs to be mixed
together. It lasts indefinitely. I take 2 droppersful before or
after meals. Sediment is normal.
I use fresh root tinctures, made folk style from high quality
80 proof vodka. This method can be done with any sized jar
mostly full of the freshly washed and chopped individual root
material, with the vodka poured over to cover completely.
Shake daily for 30 days and then strain well, label and store.
The orange peel syrup can be made by washing organic
oranges, cutting off the peel, including the white bitter pith.
Chop them and simmer for 20- 30 minutes in a small pan with
a little water and organic cane sugar to make a syrup- about
2 times the amount of sugar to orange peel. You only want
enough water to assist the heat in melting the sugar, which
will incorporate the peel. This is how I have made this syrup
for years, I never measure and it always comes out great,
leaving the syrup to bottle and the candied peel to dry for use
later for baking. Lemon syrup and candied peel can be made
the same way, as can candied angelica stalk and loveage stalkherbal candies. Store the syrups in the fridge and use within
two months.
Mineral Elixir-
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This is a spectacular liquid iron tonic that won’t grow mold,
like others that I have made in the past, though it should be

stored in the fridge. Here is the basic recipe that I have been
making and taking for the past five years- one of my most
helpful remedies for extra energy the week after monthly
bleeding. To a wide mouth quart mason jar, add roughly:

month and then strain. If it seems too thick, add a little more
brandy. It should taste like a ‘cast iron pan’, as an anemic
friend once remarked when I gave her a dropper full to try
without telling her what the dark liquid was.

½ cup dried dock root Rumex obtusifolius/crispus
¾ cup dried nettle leaf, crumbled well Urtica dioica
½ cup dried chopped cherries or prunes
1 cup raisins, chopped up
1 cup molasses
2 Table spoons of dried or fresh orange peel, chopped (for
flavor more than anything)

References: D.C. Watts Elsevier’s Dictionary of Plant Lore
2007 , Gabrielle Hatfield Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine 2004,
Gabrielle Hatfield Hatfields Herbal 2009, Josephine Addison
The Illustrated Plant Lore 1985; , Gabrielle Hatfield and David
Allen Medicinal Plants in Folk Tradition- The Ethnobotany of
Britain and Ireland 2004, Roy Vickery A Dictionary of Plant
Lore 1995, Maida Silverman A City Herbal 1977, Pamela Jones
Just Weeds 1994, The Widows Treasure Remedies and Recipes
from 1639 Stuart Press 1999

Cover all of this with a good quality brandy. Shake daily for a

-Up Coming Classes & OfferingsHonoring the Salmon People

Evening Herbal Study Program

November 10th, Saturday 9:30am to 5 pm on Olympia’s
Westside

This program provides guidance and structure for learning
about local medicinal plants in our area. It is an evening class
that meets weekly at a beautiful small farm in Shelton, half an
hour north of Olympia. We will focus specifically on hands-on
folk medicine; how to identify and gather locally abundant
plant medicine and make herbal medicines for helping family
and friends.

Celebrating the deliciousness, stories, art and technology of
northwest salmon.
This all day workshop will allow each participant to barktan
a salmon skin by hand using locally abundant materials and
sustainable methods practiced since the dawn of time by
northern peoples all around the world. The salmon people
have been honored through the transformation of their skin
into leather by the Saami of Scandinavia, the Yupik of Alaska,
the Ainu of Japan, and the Nivkh of the Amur and the Lillooet
people of British Columbia.

We will gather plants during the spring and summer months,
take plant walks and explore the locally available forest and
field medicines. During the autumn and winter months, we
will make medicine, gather recipes and learn about keeping
ourselves and our families healthy. There will be weekly
homework assignments that will act as a learning tool for all.

Bark tanning leather is an ancient art that uses tannins,
medicine produced in tree bark and other plants, to transform
skin into something new and inspire the animals to jump run
and swim again in a new form. Keep this art alive and growing,
while learning from about the many gifts of the salmon people
from a diverse array of teachers all of whom have years of
experience working with the salmon.

This study program is seasonal and will be taught year round.
A three month commitment is required, however students
are welcome to stay indefinitely. Meeting time is Wednesday
evenings from 6:30-8:30. The cost is $40 per class, which is to
be paid monthly. Please contact Corinne@opalsapothecary.
com for more information including a month by month
curriculum.

This class is a wonderful introduction to the art of tanning,
making leather and will prepare you well to take on larger
projects of bark tan or braintan.

Plants for Winter Health Saturday November 24th from 1-4 PM,

The day will include:

Learn about keeping your family healthy throughout the winter
months. In this three hour workshop, we will come together
for a discussion on the season of winter and how we maintain
our health during this time of year. We will talk about five
important plants for winter health, nourishing winter time
foods, and numerous ways to use the plants during cold and
flu season. We will also learn about making herbal steams,
herbal/ fruit syrups and tea blends. You will leave with plant
medicines, handouts and recipes.

-Fish processing demonstration with Sonny Davis,
Quinault tribal member and owner of Sea-atco Seafood
providing the best quality wild fish native caught.
-Bark Tanning fish skin class with Benjamin Pixie.
-Caviar and Lox tasting with Gene of Kutinov caviar.
-Storytelling with Roger Fernandes, is a Native American
Artist, storyteller and educator whose work focuses on
the traditional arts, legends and teachings of the Coast
Salish tribes of the Puget Sound region of Western
Washington.
$50-$100 sliding scale -

Cost is $50, includes all materials. Place: Shelton Taught by
Corinne, please contact to register: corinne@opalsapothecary.
com

Please RSVP - 360-790-3401

or to benjaminpixie@yahoo.com
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-In the Field and Forest-

During this misty and magical time of year, the forest is dropping its leaves and all energy is going downwards. Because
of this descent, it is a potent time of year for harvesting root
medicines, be they from the garden, field or forest. This kind
of harvesting requires a different intention, a different reverence- by harvesting roots, we are taking a plants life.

wonderful, cleansing and earthy. The roots are easy to wash,
chop and dry, more so than other roots because of their uniform shape. Remove any discolored parts or bug damage as
you clean them. Dry them for about one month, store in glass
jars in a dark pantry.
Burdock is an extremely helpful and cleansing plant. It is a
marvelous detoxifier and digestive aid. It is slightly bitter and
sweet, cooling and helpful for liver and kidney support.
In my experience, it is diuretic, but not as much as
dandelion root. One of my favorite combinations is
a simple rosehip and burdock decoction. This is
a great fall cleansing tea. I have also completely eliminated my acne when I was nineteen by
drinking a red clover blossom and burdock root
decoction as a tonic. I include it in my ‘bitter
roots’ formula, the recipe can be found under
the ‘Dock’ article of this issue. Burdock has also
helped me with blood sugar issues, when I feel
spun out and need to return to my center. I can
think of no better medicine for grounding and connecting to the earth.

This is not merely a pruning of a plants sturdy stems, a careful
removal of pastel flower heads or a delight in gathering
the fruit or seed offerings; harvesting roots certainly
requires something more aware in us to recognize
that the medicine and gift of the roots is powerful indeed. How can we harvest in a way that acknowledges this? Speaking prayers and bringing
offerings to the plants is an age-old cross cultural way to harvest powerful medicine. This act
is a personal one, a very intimate moment that
we may create with the plants that we wish to
harvest roots from.
Making offerings and speaking to the plants is not
something that comes easily to many of us that live in
a modern culture that hardly notices plants. I remember
for years feeling awkward but eventually, I discovered that being uncomfortable makes us better people and that the plants
are my friends, no matter how unprepared that I sound while
scattering sacred herbs and slowly making a poetic tribute to
them. To each their own way, be it full of intention and gratitude. Enjoy this beautiful exchange. Here are a few roots that
I harvest during the months of October into early November.

Blackberry- Rubus discolor
Our ever abundant Himalayan blackberry makes a highly assessable and helpful medicine. Digging the roots in the fall
can be a nice workout for the arms, as can processing it! This
plant is incredibly tough and hardy- a survivor to be sure. I
have found that digging around the perimeter of the plant
with a shovel and then using my hands to navigate through
the dirt works well- you never know where this root will lead
you. I have unearthed foot after foot of the thick brown root
as it winds around meadow soil, connecting green plant after
plant. I have also have found that some roots go very deep
and are impossible to uproot. Depending on the soil and the
age of the plant, you will get to experience similar adventures
if you seek this sturdy and tenacious matriarch of the berries
for medicine.

Burdock- Arctium lappa/minus
Burdock is a plant with unbelievable roots that are deep in
the earth. Because of this, burdock is a very grounding plant
medicine, at least in my experience. I have found patches of
A. minus in disturbed fields and replanted Douglas Fir forests.
Burdock is not as common here as it is where I come from in
Michigan, however, it can be found. The ‘burrs’ are a great
giveaway, but be sure of proper plant ID of course and don’t
get those burrs on your wool sweater. What an unbelievable
mess they make, especially when they are old and wet! The
greater burdock A. lappa is the larger rooted burdock that we
can find at the Food Co-op as a wonderful vegetable medicine
and the burdock that grows wild in many other places east of
here.
As far as digging the roots, be prepared to have them break.
Unless planted in soft garden soil, finding the end of a burdock
root may prove as challenging as digging your own water well.
Burdock is a biennial, meaning that it makes larger leaves that
supply energy to the root for the first year and concentrates
on creating the flowers and seeds during the second year before the plant dies. The time to harvest the root is during
the fall of the first year. The roots become woody and pithy
during the fall of the second year. Tools for harvest include
a good shovel and an afternoon. Start by digging a fair way
around the perimeter of the plant and work your way in. Do
not start digging right next to the plant, as this will break
the root sooner. Alas, the beautiful brown root will probably
break eventually, showing a white milky sap that smells so

After you harvest roots, big and small, with hand pruners cut
the roots into one foot lengths and rinse well with a garden
hose. I feel that the strongest medicine of blackberry is in the
root bark. I like to peel the brown bark off with my fingers.
A knife can be used to strip the bark as well, but cannot ever
replace working the root bark off by hand. This way, nothing
is left on the extremely fibrous ivory root cortex, which can
be returned to the earth by composting. Stripping the bark is
a nice job to do when sitting by the fire or a picture window. I
dry mine on opened brown paper bags, screens or flat baskets
in a well ventilated area for up to one month.
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Blackberry root is extremely astringent, almost bitter and very
cooling. These qualities are spectacular for inflammation of
the entire GI tract; from sore gums, sore throat, sour stomach,
loose bowels and everything in between. It can be taken as
a decoction or as a fresh root tincture. It also makes an excellent wound wash because of its astringent nature, helping
to tonify irritation. What a helpful root to keep in the home
apothecary, may we remember to gather this ever present
medicine.

The Herbal Kitchen

- Recipes with the Season and Plants in Mind -

Squash with Sage and Wild Rice Stuffing

Pear Plum Walnut Pie

This has been a favorite fall dish for years,
it makes a meal by itself. Serves 2-

What a harvest pie- perfect for a cool dark
evening with friends or family.

Ingredients: Squash- medium sized,
acorn or red curry are great, Sausage,
your favorite kind, maybe half a package
or 8-12 oz.(Substitute mushrooms
a for vegetarian option), Butter- 2-3
Tablespoons, Onion-medium, chopped,
Apple- medium chopped, Wild Ricecooked- 2 cups or so, Dried cranberries,
cherries or raisins- ½ cup or so ,Walnuts½ cup chopped, Sage leaf-dried 1 teaspoon, Thyme leaf dried1 teaspoon, Salt and pepper to taste

Ingredients: Crust- Spelt or Whole Wheat
Flour- 1 cup, Unbleached White Flour 1 ½
cups, Salt- ½ teaspoon, Butter- 2 sticks,
Egg yolks- 2, Water- a bit; Filling- Ripe
Pears- 3-4 cubed, Italian Plums or any
small dense plum, (or use some more
pears if totally unavailable)- 8 halved
and then quartered, Walnuts- 1/3 cup
crumbled, Brown Sugar- ½ cup, Flour 2-3
Tablespoons, Cinnamon- ½ teaspoon, Cloves- ½ teaspoon,
Nutmeg- ½ teaspoon, Allspice- ½ teaspoon

Half the squash and bake at 400 until soft, about an hour.
Have the rice cooked as well. Fry chopped onion and apple
in the butter in a large skillet over medium high heat. Add
the sausage after a few minutes and fry together until the
meat is cooked, turning the heat down a bit. Or substitute
mushrooms. Add herbs, walnuts and dried fruit. Continue
frying together for another five minutes or so. Add a little
more butter if the mix seems dry. Finally add the rice and stir
well together, adding a splash of olive oil, salt and pepper to
taste. Scrap the cooked squash out of the shell, leaving the
shell intact. Cube it and incorporate it into the rice mixture,
heating over medium heat until warmed through. Serve warm
in the squash shell.

Preheat your oven to 375 or so. Make the crust- combine flour
with salt and add cubed cold butter, working it in quickly
with clean hands. Add two egg yolks, saving the whites in a
little bowl on the side. Add just enough water to work into
a dough. Divide dough in half, pushing one crust into a pie
pan. Prick with a fork. Bake the crust empty (blind) for ten
minutes or so. While it bakes prepare the filling. Add fruit,
walnuts, sugar, flour and spices. When the crust is prebaked,
pour filling in and roll out the other half of the dough. Press
on top, forming the edges and adding an air hole for steam to
escape. Brush on egg white and sprinkle with a little organic
cane sugar for a fancy effect. Bake until golden and bubbly,
about 30-40 minutes depending on your oven.

Chicken Soup with Seeded Oat Dumplings

Autumn Nirvana- Baked Apples with Rosehips

This is a spectacular way to use up the leftovers from roasting
a chicken. A few hours before supper time, pull off all of the
cooked chicken and set aside. Make a stock with the remaining
fat, gristle and bones by adding about 4 cups of water to a big
pot. Bring to a boil and simmer covered for an hour or so.

This is the name that my friend Joyce gave to a simple baked
apple dish that I made a few years ago. What a perfect name!
This is a classic autumn time dessert.
Ingredients: Apples- 4 large, Butter, softened- ½ stick, Honey½ cup, Almonds- 1/3 -1/2 cup chopped (hazelnuts are also
excellent), Almond Extract- a dash, Rosehips- either dried
from the store and rehydrated in a little apple juice/water or
fresh with the seeds removed. About ¼- 1/3 cup If you can’t
find rosehips, dried strawberries can be substituted., Heavy
Cream- for serving

Ingredients: Chicken Stock- 4 cups, Cooked Chicken- 1-2 cups
pulled, Butter- 4 Tablespoons, Leeks- 2 small-medium sliced,
Cabbage- ½ small shredded, Celery- 2-3 ribs diced, Parsleyfresh chopped, about 1/3 cup. For dumplings- Oat flour- 1
cup, Milk, 1 Egg, Salt- ½ teaspoon, Dill Seeds- ½ teaspoon,
Caraway Seeds- ½ teaspoon Celery Seed- ½ teaspoon.
Sauté leeks, celery and cabbage in butter until soft. Add stock
and bring to a boil. Add cooked chicken. If you need to add
a little more water to make room for the dumplings do so
now. Add some salt and pepper to taste. Meanwhile, make
the dumplings- combine the oat flour, salt and seeds. In a 1
cup measuring cup crack the egg and add just enough milk to
bring it up to halfway. Stir the liquids into the dry ingredients
until you have a sticky dough. Add spoonful by spoonful to
the boiling stock with vegetables. Go ahead and crowd the
dumplings- they will be fine. Cover immediately with a lid and
wait for maybe one minute, until the dumplings are cooked.
Add chopped parsley, take off the heat and serve at once.

Preheat your oven to about 400. Take a little of the butter and
grease a baking dish. Carefully with a knife, core the apples.
Its okay if they break, you will be able to stick them together
later. Mix the softened butter and honey together well in a
bowl. Add the chopped almonds and dash of almond extract.
Finally chop up the rosehips and stir them in. Pack the mixture
in the apples and on top of them, as you will have some left
over. Bake until done- around 30 minutes depending on your
oven. The melted butter mixture can be poured over the
apples in little bowls with a dash of heavy cream poured over
top of it all- seasonal comfort food at its best.
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Plants and People

An Interview with Elise Krohn, herbal educator
1)

actively engaged with our environment.

How do you work with plants in the world? What is your
work?

4)

I love the many hats we can wear as herbalists. Over the years
I have been a forager, a medicine maker, a practitioner, a
consultant, a community garden coordinator, a teacher, and
above all, a passionate learner. For the last eight years I have
worked mainly in tribal communities. I develop curricula,
coordinate programs and teach on topics including diabetes
prevention through traditional plants, medicine making,
native foods, aromatherapy, herbal first aid and gardening for
the Northwest Indian College.

A plant revolution! As modern people we are often
disconnected from our own bodies, our food, our medicine
and the land. I believe that we are meant to have intimate
relationships with the natural world around us. Without
this, it is easy to feel spiritually bereft. If we herbalists help
cultivate healing relationships between plants and people
it can have broad impacts. What people learn about, they
interact with, and what they interact with, they care for.

One of our Cooperative Extension programs is the Traditional
Foods and Medicines Program at the Northwest Indian
Treatment Center - a 45-day inpatient program in Elma
that is run through the Squaxin Island Tribe. With the help
of Elizabeth Campbell and Mandy Dillon we offer hands-on
weekly classes on native foods and herbal medicine. We have
three on-site gardens where patients learn to grow, harvest
and prepare plants. Many of the plants we gather are made
into teas and medicines for our tea dispensary and herbal
pharmacy. We also recently started a compost program where
we utilize food and paper waste to create living soil.

5)

What is your passion concerning plant medicine?

Where do I start? When I was 18 someone gave me a
Rosemary Gladstar booklet – her first generation publication.
At that point I aspired to find a career where I could travel,
be outside and do work with people from different cultures.
Plant medicine was the perfect match. I dove in head first and
have never looked back. It has taken me so many places that
I wanted to go. Plants have kept me connected to the land
and to the seasons. They have brought me around the world.
I have worked with individuals and whole communities. The
plants open my heart, engage my senses, heal my body,
fascinate my mind, and feed my spirit.
3)

6)

Tell us about one of your favorite plants. Include a favorite
recipe if you have one.

I have been really excited about blue elderberry this season.
I have been researching it, calling friends to get their
elderberry insights and experimenting with recipes. My
understanding of the plant has deepened a lot. I have been
enjoying elderberries in my oatmeal and other dishes. I
made syrup and cordial with several different techniques and
ingredients. One of my favorite beverages right now is an
elder hot toddy. Mix 2 tablespoons of elderberry syrup with
1 tablespoon of elder flower brandy and the juice of half a
lemon in hot water. What a delicious way to chase away the
autumn crud! Check out more elder recipes at my blog at
www.wildfoodsandmedicines.com.

What are you currently learning about?

Right now I am developing teaching tools about Northwest
native foods including their ecological, cultural and nutritional
significance. Our modern American diet is radically different
from the diets of our ancestors just a few generations back. I
am fascinated with how carbohydrates, poor quality fats and
environmental toxins have led to many modern diseases that
are now epidemic. Wild foods and medicines can help us
to heal, not just physiologically, but also through getting us

What words of wisdom have helped you on your path?

My teachers including Adam Seller and Joyce Netishen have
both modeled and encouraged me to learn how to listen.
Listening requires us to engage all of our senses and be
brave enough to face exactly what is before us. This is a hard
skill to develop in this time when we are so overstimulated,
but I believe it is vital to doing good work. When I was a
practitioner I strove to listen actively to clients without
putting them into a box or assuming that I knew what was
wrong based on superficial information. As a community
program coordinator I have strove to listen to individuals
within the community, building programs based on what
tools are already present and following where the community
wants to go. It is their program after all, and I want them
to own it and carry it. Listening is especially important in
teaching. I try to follow the interests of my students and give
them opportunities to share their gifts so they can learn from
each other. My hope is that they will take the knowledge,
make it their own, and teach others. AND, as an herbalist I am
always giving. My teachers remind me that it is essential to
listen to my own needs and take good care of myself so that I
can care for others. Sounds easy, but it is one of my biggest
challenges.

I have learned a tremendous amount from the patients. Many
of them were raised culturally and they light up when they
remember the plant teachings of their elders. There is so
much medicine in remembering where you come from and
the cultural wealth that you carry.
2)

What is your goal/dream that you are hoping to bring into
the world?
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Enjoy a Health Retreat in the Country
.....Without Leaving the City!
Rebecca Noble, LMP #MA00025004
Dawnovin Wilmot, LMP #MA00021958
Sarah Jean Tubbs, LMP #MA00014545
Tracy Heron Moore, LMP #MA00025347
Anna Sproles, LMP #MA00041545
Jennifer Shafer, LMP #MA00010686
Lynn Perry, LMP #MA60212995
Ingrid Abbott, LMP #MA60290880

Schedule Your Appointment Online
www.massageplace.net
541 McPhee Rd SW
Open 7 Days
(360)867-0725
West Olympia
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To contact Corinne, please send an email to corinne@opalsapothecary.com
This newsletter will be offered six times per year, look for the next Gathering
Basket in late December.
Thank you sponsors for your support - your advertising helps pay for the cost
of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
All illustrations are copyright free or hand drawn by Corinne.
Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics
Printed by Minuteman Press
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Joyce Netishen, herbalist
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The Dreaming Rose
121 W Simpson
McCleary, WA 98557
www.thedreamingrose.com
360-495-0033

